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[TITLE SLIDE] 

 

“Throwing” a Short-

story Character 

none none 

Visual fade transition from title slide to instructor speaking. 

(Available captions) "Talking head" Class, you may be wondering about 

the relevance of my assignment to 

write a short story about a public 

administrator. The cases we study in 

our textbook are real cases about real 

people. I want each of you to write a 

fictional story about a real person 

because being a successful public 

administrator involves understanding 

yourself and others. When you meet 

someone you first see them as they 

appear in the world. You can only 

guess who they are inside -- their 

feelings, values, motives, and 

beliefs. By designing a character for 

a short story you shape your 

perception of your character both 

from outside-in and from inside-out. 

“Throwing” a clay pot can be a 

metaphor for learning to understand 

people or designing a fictional 

character. 

 

Watch now as this craftsman throws 

a clay pot. 

Visual fade transition from instructor to video of professional Swedish potter at work. 

 Video segment of Swedish 

potter. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
D9Li_U3RJY 
 

silence 

Visual fade transition from video back to instructor. 

(Available captions) "Talking head" Notice that although this potter is 

working commercially it takes time 

to shape each pot. Each pot is shaped 

both from the outside in and from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-D9Li_U3RJY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-D9Li_U3RJY


the inside out. Unlike the pots made 

in a factory, people differ from one 

another both in real life and in 

stories. Build your characters for this 

assignment thoughtfully, just as you 

will observe carefully to understand 

other people in your career. Your 

insights can help you become a 

better colleague and a more 

successful public administrator. 

Visual fade transition from instructor to closing credits. 
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